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HEALTH & SAFETY STATEMENT

All employees have a general duty in law to take reasonable care for the health and safety of themselves and of other 
persons who may be affected by their acts or omissions. 
All employees must understand and be committed to Transport for London’s Health and Safety Policy statement and the 
Company’s safety priorities and be aware of their contribution to such priorities. All employees must also be aware of and 
comply with all current health and safety legislation and other Company requirements that are relevant to their role. 

EQUALITY STATEMENT 

Transport for London values the diversity which exists in our city, and our aspiration is to reflect this diversity in our 
workforce. All employees must be aware of and committed to the Equality Policy Statement of Transport for London. All 
employees must also be aware of and comply with other Company requirements associated with Equality and Diversity 
issues relevant to their role. 

CRIME & DISORDER STATEMENT

It is a statutory requirement for all departments tin TfL to follow Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998. Section 17 
requires authorities to consider the likely affect on crime and disorder and community safety in all that they do, and take 
action to prevent crime and disorder, substance misuse, anti-social behaviour and behaviour that adversely affects the 
environment. Tfl has voluntarily been committed to following Section 17 since 2006, but we must all make sure that it is 
considered in decision making, policies and procedures in the same way that equality and health and safety are.

Our 15 competencies are the generic skills, including interpersonal skills and knowledge need to perform well 
in a role, but not all of these will be applicable. Based on the requirements of the role, please indicate those 
competencies that are most relevant (6 - 8 max) and the level required  ( A-E). 

Refer to the Competency Briefing Note for Line Managers for further information and the Competency Framework 
to determine the competencies and levels to be included. 

Building capability Communications and influence

Responsiveness Stakeholder management

Customer service orientation Planning and organisation

Strategic thinking Commercial thinking

Problem solving and decision making Safety awareness

Organisational awareness Managing business performance

Change and innovation Team leadership

Results focus

Experience

http://source.tfl/pdfs/TfL_Competencies.pdf
http://source.tfl/pdfs/Our_Competency_Briefing_Note_For_Line_Managers.pdf
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	Untitled

	Enter job title: Senior Cyber Security Analyst
	Position number: (dependent on position, refer to organisation chart)
	Enter Hay score / Pay Band: 393 / Band 3 
	t1: 
	Enter text: The post holder has responsibility and accountability for defined aspects of the implementation and improvement of TfL's cyber security posture.  This includes the identification and capture of requirements, engagement with stakeholders, the selection and delivery of solutions, and ensuring that solutions maintain their effectiveness in an ever-changing threat environment.The post holder will work with colleagues in the Cyber Security and Incident Response Team (CSIRT), delivering TfL’s cyber security strategy, as they continuously improve cyber security techniques that reduce the risk posed by cyber attack to TfL’s information, systems and operations.
	Tooltip: Please see example :"The job will have responsibility and accountability for delivering the projects to time, budget, scope and quality, and supporting the Programme Manager, they will optimise the allocation and utilisation of project and programme management professionals, subject matter experts and external suppliers. The job will work within the Programmes & Delivery team to leverage their specialist expertise within projects to ensure the implementation of a holistic and comprehensive project delivery model.”
	t2: 
	Enter text 02: Responsible for identifying and capturing the requirements of assigned aspects of cyber security to reduce risk to an acceptable level.Responsible for engaging with stakeholders and the implementers across TfL to take consideration of their requirements in assisting the organisation and its customers.Preparing and presenting reports concerning the current security stance towards a business challenge, taking into account organisational delivery and security risks,and recommending appropriate solutions.Monitor the effectiveness of implemented solutions and consider user feedback to continuously improve delivery and results.Make recommendations about changes to TfL controls or processes which mitigate cyber security risks.Develop and enhance internal processes and records within the CSIRT to improve data handling, security and assurance standards with the effect of reducing cyber security risk exposure.
	Tooltip 2: Please see examples :"Responsible for the reporting of periodic department expenditure against the budget to ensure is in line with forecast spending.Provide a wide range of ad-hoc analyses, to produce accurate, insightful and meaningful interpretation of customer travel behaviour.Manage assigned projects, in accordance with the TfL PPM Methodology and working to relevant corporate standards, to ensure delivery of intended business benefits."
	Text2: The post has no responsibility for head counts or budget lines.The role is intended to reduce the likelihood and impact of cyber security incidents, thus reducing the financial impact on London and fare paying customers.
	Text3: Chief Information Security Officer (CISO), Senior Managers and peers - understanding strategies, priorities and risks to be addressed within the cyber security team and other business units.System owners, administrators and project managers - engaging with these people as stakeholders and policy implementers.The wider TfL business and system users - understanding representative views and communicating solutions and guidance.
	Text4: Degree level education or equivalent education.Knowledge of cyber security and information security controls best practice with supporting qualifications where possible - such as Security+, Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH), Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP), CPNI 10 and SANS 20.Knowledge of relevant legislation and government standards - including Security Policy Framework, Information Assurance Maturity Model, Security Essentials, Data Protection Act, Freedom of Information Act, EU Procurement Directives.A broad understanding of network and computer system architecture, operations and protocols.Understanding of information security management concepts to support solutions and processes.
	Text5: Selecting security controls with meaningful measures to monitor their effectiveness and identify improvements.Ability to communicate effectively and influence at equivalent role levels of a complex organisation, such as in meetings with business partners and other stakeholders.Able to swiftly build an understanding of a business area.Ability to plan and prioritise multiple workstreams in response to rapidly developing and changing workloads. 
	Text6: Experience of delivering cyber security in a large organisation.Familiar with enterprise-level cyber security technologies for use in complex environments. Successfully engaged with internal stakeholders and third parties to achieve business objectives.Experience of creating and presenting cyber security reports and recommending solutions.
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